The Power of Choices are Superhero Powers
Daily individuals and collectively we make decisions good, bad or indifferent.
Our conscious is the home of our decision-making process.
Throughout the mentioned process is where our superhero powers reside.
As a child each one of us starts off in the following state. However along the way life’s peer pressures
start to set in.
Throughout this process our parents, peers, etc., want us to be the best we can be, however during
the early stages of life failing (especially in the inner cities) is not digested all that well.
As individuals, parents, etc., we all know too well failing is the initial platform of correction and the first
true steps to the desired perfection.
Those initial steps define and builds confidence, character, internal drive and many other qualities,
however the overall goal of reaching perfection in life we have all failed because no one is perfect or
came remotely close to nearing the realm of perfection.
The powers of choice are superhero powers that in today’s society are underestimated and
unappreciated.
As individuals and parents we completely understand the ramifications of the power of choice from
past and present experiences. However the grooming process in actually gaining a better
understanding of the superhero powers over the choices we make and our individual strengths and
weaknesses are lessons we as individuals and a global community need to readdress.
There are various factors that can weaken or strengthen our powers over choices besides the
obvious of addictions, poverty, tragic events, informant behaviors, etc., however the covenant of love,
protection, etc., can also weaken or strengthen our superhero powers over our choices.
As adults and most teenagers good, bad or indifferent individually or collectively we know exactly
what we sign up for.
Everyone wants to be a part of the relevant conversations and not the gossip and everyone wants to
enjoy the alleged fruits or the elusion thereof.
In the robbery and boosting games, dope game, gun game and every other game known and
unknown to the streets, globally less than 5% of us graduate lifestyles and the numbers are far less
for those who reside and retire on longevity money and quality of life worth the gambles we exhibit
daily.

There is not one professional organization, business, association, fraternity, party, etc., that likes or
respects an informant. In fact informants do not even like their own reflections in the mirror.
Informants sell their souls for next to nothing, disgrace their families’ names, children and everything
else. Once an informant is used up it is the judicial system that will expose them when they deem
convenient.
Although we play our hands how we must, however we must ask ourselves daily as a measuring stick
in our personal lives after looking at our better half, our children, our peers and that reflection in the
mirror based on my superhero power over my choices made today how can I be a better superhero
for me and mines tomorrow.
If you like or love your answers you can still use your superhero powers of choice to make whatever
even better. However if you do not like the answer of any particular choice made that day or any other
day you can use your superhero powers of choices to self-correct.
Today what type of superhero are you?
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